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Thank you for all the 

support that you give 

your child in their 

learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome back Year 6!  Despite the ‘strangeness’ of the past few months, we hope you have had a restful Summer break and are 

looking forward to this year as much as we are.  We can’t wait to get back to teaching and learning with our full classes and have 

planned some fantastic opportunities for fun, laughter and learning!  

Explore Dream Discover Curriculum 

Our History topic this term is World War II    

We will be finding out about key dates, 

events and people as well as exploring the 

experiences of evacuees and citizens 

during the Second World War.   

In the second half of the Autumn term, 

the children will be performing a dance 

related to music from WWII and we would 

love it if they could come to school that 

day dressed up as an WWII evacuee.  

More details on this to follow shortly.     

 

English 

Our English lessons this term are largely based on 

our new class novel: Once (which is a story based 

around events in WWII), but pupils will also be 

immersed in many other texts related to this 

period of history such as The Silver Sword; 

Goodnight Mr Tom; The Book Thief etc.  We will 

begin each English lesson with a reading skills 

focus and then move into exploring, analysing and 

producing writing in many different styles and 

genres. They will also have a separate SPaG lesson 

each week with an aim to build up pupils’ 

understanding of a range of grammatical terms 

and for them to then be able to use these 

principles to further improve their writing.      

Mathematics 

Children will continue with daily Mathematics lessons during Year 6.  Quick recall of times tables (up to and including the 12 

times table) is an essential skill.  For your child to succeed in maths this year, it is of paramount importance that they continue to 

learn their tables at home if they are not fluent at this.  Also, asking maths questions over the weekend (i.e. about shopping 

totals, fractions of pizza/cakes, football attendances etc) can serve as great benefit to support learning which is undertaken at 

school. 

KS2 Mathematics SATs are made up of one arithmetic and two reasoning papers.  Throughout the year, we will be working on 

increasing your child’s speed and accuracy in arithmetic and also on improving their confidence and ability to tackle more 

complicated multi-step reasoning problems.  

PE 

In Year 6, during our PE lessons, we shall be focussing 

on Athletic skills and using a ‘Fitness Tracker’ to 

monitor the progress of each child.   We have also 

taken on the challenge of The Willows Mile where 3 

times a week we will be setting out to conquer the 

mile.   We will be encouraging students to make goals 

based on their ability and charting their progress. 

PE days: 6HR Tuesday;    6JH & 6CF Thursday.    

Please ensure that your child comes to school in 

their full P.E kit on their P.E day.  

SPELLINGS 

On a weekly basis, your child will be taught new 

spelling patterns and will be given key words (usually 

linked to the class text) to learn. Although time will be 

given at the start of each day for pupils to practise 

these at school, we would also strongly encourage 

pupils to practise them at home. To facilitate this, 

weekly spelling lists will be uploaded onto SEESAW 

every Monday.  Pupils will be tested on these spellings 

the following Monday.  



 

 

 Mrs Hall  6JH jhall2@willowsprimary.com 

Miss Richardson  6HR  hrichardson@willowsprimary.com 

Mrs French  6CF  cfrench@willowsprimary.com  

Homework 

Following the successful use of the SEESAW app for many of our pupils during lockdown period of the summer term, we have 

decided to use the same app for all of our home learning. All of Year 6 Brainbuilder homework, will now be set via this app.  A 

separate letter will also be sent to parents detailing how to use the app. Pupils’ individual logins will be given to the children 

on their first week back at school.   

Homework will be set every Wednesday and expected to be completed by the following Monday morning. 

Start and end of the school day times 

6CF            Start 8:55am   End 3pm 

6JH & 6HR  Start 8:45am   End 2:50pm  

 Home/school agreement  If you haven’t already returned your signed homeschool agreement to us, please could you 

either email it to us or send in as soon as possible.  Thank you. 

 

 

  

KS2 Reading Challenge 

It is expected that every child achieves the reading challenge.  To complete the challenge your child must: 

 Read at home for a minimum of 20-30 minutes, at least 5 times per week.  

 Discuss unknown words that they come across in their home reading books.  

 Quiz regularly on home reading books through accelerated reader, at home or at school via our school portal. 

http://ukhosted57.renlearn.co.uk/2209120/ 

Ideally, children should read every day, but we appreciate that some children and parents have very busy lives and cannot 

always achieve this.  Children can read in the morning and the evening if they wish & this will be counted as 2 towards the 5.  

We ask for your support with child’s reading as reading underpins all learning at school and parental support is vital in your 

child’s progression. Please encourage your child to bring their reading book into school each day, so that they have 

opportunities to enjoy reading at school as well as home.  

Please come and speak with us if you are unsure of how to support your child with their reading and we can give you some 

top tips!  
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